
WARNING

· Image may different from the actual product.
· Make sure the package is perfect before sign it, if any defect please ask
  carrier confirm it.
· Verify all the parts are included, not all the hardware included will be used.
· Install according to manual, or improper installation and assemble may cause
  display to fall suddenly so producer will not response for any loss or injury.
· The product contains small items so keep away of children.
· Choose approximate place for mounting, and be aware of display size,extension
  height adjustment,maxium weight capacity and pitch or roll requirement.
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Multiple Flexiele Monitors Stand
            C2L

Installation Instruction



step 1

Parts list:

Arm assemble 1 Pole assemble 3
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C-                  (8.0mm*80mm)-1 pcsA-          (M4x12)-8 pcs B-              (M4x16)-8 pcs

D-              (Ø8.0*Ø5.5*5mm)-8 pcs E-                                (5.0mm*150mm)-1 pcs

Desk clamp 1X

Clamp-1

Install desk clamp and screw
tightly with 8mm allen key

(Figure1-1)

Figure1-1

Install grommet clamp and
screw tightly with 8mm allen

key (Figure1-3)

Clamp-2

Figure1-2
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F-                                (2.0mm*50mm)-1 pcs G-                                (4.0mm*60mm)-1 pcs



step 2
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Figure2-1

Screw the pole then connect
with the desk part

(Figure 2-1）

Install the desk part

(Figure 2-2）

Figure2-2

step 3

Take arm assemble（1）to attach the pole assemble（3），
then adjust the height properly,and tighten adjust lock
collar as Figure3-1

Lock Collar

Use 8mm(C) allen key to tighten the
screw of pole assemble to secure arm
assemble with pole assemble.

(Figure3-2）

Figure3-1

Figure3-2



2~4mm

step 5

Place the display face down on protective surface，
and choose proper screw.When turn the two screws
in the upper back face,make sure the distance is
2-4mm between the head of screw and display as
Figure 4-1.

Figure4-1 Figure4-2

Figure5-1

A/B

C/D

G

Choose C or D proper screw for
different display back face with
spacer.When turn the two screws
in the upper back face as
Figure4-2,make sure the distance
is 2-4mm between the head of
spacers and display as
Figure 5-1.

step 4
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step 7
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Tight or loose the screw by hand to align the
displays.Or you can pitch display to get the horizontal

 level.(Figure7-1 and Figure 7-2).

Figure7-1

Figure7-2

Swivel adjustment Swivel adjustment

step 6

Attach the display with two screws in the
center mount bracket，then use Philips
screwdriver to tighten the two screws. Stop
suddenly when you encounter any resistance.
as Figure6-1

Figure6-1

Then take proper screws to tighten the

other two screws (Figure6-2)

Figure6-2



step 9

Move left
and right

Move left
and rightFigure9-1
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Move the monitor and get zero distance
between monitors，then loose or tighten screw
by hand  Figure 9-1.

Warning: When loose the
screws Only one loop,
 not more than three.

step 8

12°

12°

The product can tilt forward and backforward+12/-12
degree to get good view.And also can adjust horizontal

level.Use 4mm allen key(G) to tighten or loose the control
hex screw as Figure 8-1～8-4.

Figure8-1 Figure8-2

Figure8-4

Figure8-3



  Swing
adjustment

Displays in both sides can come forward 0～18 degrees

to suit different view angle. Then use 4mm allen key(G)
to tighten or loose to get required angle as Figure11-1.

Figure11-1

step 11
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  Swing
adjustment

step 10

Figure10-1
Loose the screws by hand to
slide left and right.



Attach the cable to the arm and pole with plastic clip and insure
 enough slack is left in the cables to allow for movement. Use the
cable clip to secure the cables to the pole and
get clean look as Figure 11-2

Figure11-2
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step 11
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